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Abstract—A geographical routing protocol is typically 

utilized for a route selection of VANET. Even if it is 

conceptually well adapted into VANET, message delivery 

tends to be unreliable with frequent network partitions, 

which mainly come from the inherent characteristics such 

as high mobility and irregular traffic density. In this paper, 

we deal with a method to enable reliable message delivery 

with reflecting the traffic density on routing decision. By 

concatenating the message delivery cost of each of in-

between junction section, 1
st
 and 2

nd
 shortest paths are 

initially determined. When it is not possible to deliver the 

message on a junction on the 1
st

 path, we utilize two novel 

ideas, that is, letting the message stay on the junction to 

find out a new relay node, and putting a replicated copy to 

reach via a detour path. By using the NS-2 network 

simulator, our method has been examined in terms of 

message delivery rate and delay. It shows that our method 

is much efficient than the other method in the low density 

environment, while it brings similar results in the high 

density environment. 

 

Index Terms—VANET, Route Selection, Geographical 

Routing, Traffic Density. 

 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 

 

Vehicle-to-Vehicle communication is getting to interest 

from the modern information and communication 

societies. It is beneficial in providing intelligent 

transportation system as well as driver’s and passenger’s 

assistant services. In this context, Vehicular Ad hoc 

NETwork (VANET) is a form of self- organizing wireless 

ad hoc network, which enables to communicate between 

the moving vehicles without supporting an infrastructure. 

It basically aims to make a vehicle notify some useful 

information, such as road condition and traffic situation, 

to neighboring or following vehicles. With this feature, 

some degree of vehicular and/or driver safety can be 

achieved by means of collision avoidance, cooperating 

derive, dangerous event warning [1],[2]. Emerging 

VANET applications often make use of wide-area 

coverage, so they usually require multi-hop routing 

protocols. For the sake of effective routing, the protocol 

design should take account into the VANET's inherent 

features. 

VANET can be mainly characterized from Mobile Ad 

hoc NETwork (MANET), in terms of frequent topology 

changes by dynamically moving vehicles. So it usually 

makes use of a geographical routing method rather than 

well-known MANET routing protocols, as AODV, OSLR, 

and DSR [3]. As a typical geographical routing protocol, 

GPSR [4] is trying to forward message in greedy to the 

nodes toward the destination. Thus, it chooses the node 

close to the destination as a reply node for the sake of 

effective routing. When the greedy forwarding is not 

possible any more (so, local maximum), a recovery mode 

is taken part in to resolve this trouble. It tries to make use 

of a detour route to eventually deliver a message to the 

destination. 

Even if the geographical routing is conceptually well 

adapted into VANET, it brings about frequent recovery 

modes in the complicated road/traffic environment. 

Especially, in the low densely deployed environment, 

frequent network partitions are inevitable with vehicle's 

high mobility and irregular traffic density. Then, the 

message will be delivered with long time trip due to the 

frequent recovery mode. Therefore, it is very important to 

device a method to convert this situation in order to 

enable VANET in practice [5]-[7]. 

On the one hand, most modern cities provide traffic 

information as node density, through Vehicle Detection 

System (VDS). If this traffic information can be utilized 

to establish a routing path, messages might be delivered to 

the destination in high reliability [8]. That is why we are 

trying to adapt the traffic situation to VANET routing.  

This paper deals with an effective route selection 

method in the VANET environment. Firstly, we adapt the 

current traffic situation into routing decision. By 

concatenating the message delivery cost which reflects the 

traffic density of each in-between junction as well as the 

distance from the source to the destination, shortest paths 

are initially determined. Secondary, if it is not possible to 

deliver the message on a junction on the 1st shortest path, 

we make use of two ideas to resolve this issue; letting the 

message stay on the junction to find out a new relay node, 

and putting a replicated copy to reach via a detour path. 

With benefit of these special treatments, we can expect to 

increase not only the rate passing through on the shortest 

path, but also the message delivery rate. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

A. GPSR routing protocol 

GPSR protocol which is one of position-based 

protocols forwards a packet to a neighbor node which is 

geographically closer to the destination node among the 

neighboring nodes. This kind of routing protocol is named 

as greedy forwarding. To select a relay node, the 

positional information of the neighbor node has to be 

known by using a periodic beacon message. Each node 

can know the own location making use of device such as 

GPS, and also find a neighbor's location by exchange the 

Hello beacon message. 

GPSR tries to forward a message with the greedy mode 

and recovery mode to the destination node. The greedy 

mode selects a relay node as the greed forwarding 

pattern.In the greedy mode selection, if a node confronts 

with the local maximum situation where it cannot discover 

the relay node among adjacent nodes which is closer to the 

destination node than itself, it changes its operation mode 

into the recovery mode. 

 

 

Fig. 1. An example of GPSR routing. 

 

Fig. 1 shows the example of GPSR routing. By using the 

greedy mode, the node S transmits a message to the node a. 

The node a is confronted with the local maximum situation 

where it cannot discover the relay node which is closer to 

the destination node. As the recovery mode,the node a 

recordsits own location in the packet header and transmits 

the message to the node bbased on the right-hand rule. On 

receiving the message, the node c calculates the distance 

between itself and the destination node, and then compares 

it with the distance between node b and the destination 

node. Because the node cis much close to the destination, it 

goes to forward the message further. Whenthe message 

arrives at the node g with the recovery mode, the distance 

(D, g) is getting shorter than the distance (D, a), so the 

routing mode is changed into the greedy mode. 

B. GPSR routing failure in the urban environment 

In the low density VANET environment, it is well 

known that GPSR's routing efficiency is quite low 

because it cannot select a reply node in frequent[9]. 

Especially, this characteristic inevitably brings about 

a network partition, then routing might be failed to 

forward messages any more [3],[5].  

In the traffic road environment, it is common to 

have a lot of alternative paths between the given two 

points. In addition, vehicles would be quickly 

appeared or disappeared at a given area. However, 

GPSR considers the static geographical topology, and 

tries to repeatedly find out an alternate path at the 

routing failed point (that is recovery mode). Moreover 

it does not take care of current traffic situation and 

vehicle node's dynamics [10],[11]. 

 

 

Fig. 2. An example of GPSR routing failure situation. 

 

Fig. 2 shows an example of GPSR routing failure in 

the urban environment. Initially, the source node S 

sends a message to the neighbor node which is close 

to the destination D. When the message arrives at the 

intersection Ii, GPSR has to change its operation into 

the recovery mode because there is no vehicle toward 

the destination. This situation is the same at the 

intersection Ik. If GPSR protocol cannot find out any 

relay node at this point, it would be eventually failed 

to forward the message any more.  

 

 

III. THE ROUTING PATH DECISION WITH 

CONSIDERING TRAFFIC DENSITY 
 

A. Traffic density 

In the modern information and communication 

infrastructure, traffic density can be easily obtained 

by means of VDS. By detecting vehicles with loop 

detector and/or camera, VDS provides some useful 

data, such as traffic volume, vehicle speed, and 
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occupation time. It is usually deployed and operated 

in highway and main road in city. The collected data 

are aggregated into the traffic control center. Along 

with some degree of processing the data, the traffic 

density information is delivered to drivers in order to 

be utilized to choose their own route.  

One possible way to get the traffic density is to 

make use of the vehicle's occupation time. This can be 

represented as below [12]. 

 

 

vehicle density  =     (1) 

 

 

 

The vehicle density informally stands for how many 

vehicles passed through VDS for a giventime period T.In 

a typical VDS system such as loop detector, the time to 

detect a vehicle is modeled as the time on which VDS 

tunes. Therefore,the vehicle density can be calculated by 

dividingthe time on which VDS tunes into the time period 

T.Fig. 3 shows an example to measure the vehicle density 

using VDS. It is assumed that each VDS tries to sense 

vehicles lane by lane.  

 

 

Fig. 3. An example of VDS. 

 

B. The shortest path considering traffic density 

It is common that the vehicle node density is 

usually not even in the different regions of the urban 

environment. Thus, if messages are routed based on 

only the distance to destination, it will bring about 

frequent routing failures and/or long delay time in the 

low density region. Therefore, it is clear that the road 

density plays great role in the reliable and/or fast 

message delivery. The road density can be obtained 

with the formula (1). 

The shortest path between the source and the 

destination can be calculated on concatenating each 

expected message delivery cost of in-between 

junction section. An expected message delivery cost 

of each section can be obtained by weighted 

multiplexing the number of hops into the vehicle node 

density. Formula (2) shows one possible way to get 

the message delivery cost. 
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For the sake of flexibility and availability, it is 

sometimes much better to make use of an alternative 

path, like as 1st shortest path and 2nd shortest path 

(sometimes this is called as an alternative path) [13]. 

 

 

IV.THE ROUTE SELECTION METHOD 

 

To begin with, we assume that the sender can 

overhear the message sent by the receiver. This 

permits the sender to confirm whether the message 

sent just before has been received by the receiver, and 

even which node (including its location) has received. 

Our route selection method consists of two operation 

modes; straight mode and intersection mode. If 

messages are delivered to a relay node on 1st shortest 

path, our method operates in the straight mode. When 

the method confronts a condition which cannot be 

forwarded any more, it changes its operation into the 

intersection mode. Here, two ideas are taken part in 

reliable message delivery as described below. 

Thus,  

ecij   expected packet forwarding cost from Ii to Ij 

dij    distance from Ii to Ij 

r     communication range  

NV   the number of vehicles detected in time 

durationT 

NDij   the number of detectors from Ii to Ij 

A    correction factor 

Thus,  

T   selected time period 

N   number of vehicles detected in time period T 

by VDS 

tocc  time that the selected detector is turned on 

11×∑=Tno
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A. Straight mode 

The straight mode stands for an initial and normal 

operation. In other word, whenever the sender can 

make sure that the message sent by itself has been 

delivered to a relay node located on 1st shortest path, 

the route selection works in straight mode. In this 

mode, messages are basically forwarded in greedy. 

That is, the closestnode from the current location to 

the destination on the shortest path is selected as the 

next relay node. 

 

 

Fig. 4. An example of the relay node selection. 

 

Fig. 4 shows an example of the relay node selection in 

the straight mode. Initially, the source node Scalculates 

the shortest paths (1st and 2nd) to the destinationwith 

considering the traffic density. It then sends a message 

which includes the shortest paths information. The 

message is delivered to all neighbor nodes within the 

radio coverage of the sender. Each of neighbor nodes 

decides whether it is on 1st shortest path, which can be 

extracted from the received message. In the figure, the 

neighbor nodes on 1st shortest path, that is, w and x 

become the candidates of next relay node. But, the node y 

would give up to be the next relay node because it is not 

located on 1st shortest path.    

Each relay candidate node calculates the distance on 

the shortest path from itself to the destination. Then, it 

sets up its own timer based on the distance; the node with 

longer distance may set the timer longer. In the figure, the 

node x may set its timer short because it is located the 

most closely to the destination, while the node wmay set 

its timer long. The node which has the shortest defer-time 

starts to broadcast the message. This actually plays a role 

of the other means to notify itself as the next relay node. 

Then, the other candidate nodes give up to be the next 

relay node because they received the same message at 

least twice; that is, two messages comes from the source 

and the node x.  

On receiving the message from node x, the source 

node can confirm that the message it sent has been 

safely forwarded to the next relay node. With this 

condition, each sender can confirm its reliable 

message delivery. If the source does not receive the 

next relayed message within a pre-defined time, it has 

to try to re-send the message for the reliable delivery. 

 

B. Intersection mode 

If the source or a relay node finds out that it cannot 

forward the message on 1st shortest path anymore, it 

changes its operation state from the straight mode to 

the intersection mode. This mode is mainly taken 

place in the intersection region. Here, we define the 

1.5 times area of wireless coverage from the 

intersection center as an intersection region. Two 

ideas are utilized to resolve this situation; first 

approach is to let the message stay on the junction to 

find out a new relay node, and second one is to put a 

replicated copy to reach via a detour path. The 

operational details of them will be given below. 

 

 

Fig. 5. An example operation of the intersection mode. 

 

Fig. 5 shows an operational example of the intersection 

mode. Here, w' and z' stand for new location some time 

later of w and z respectively. Initially, let's assume the 

node v has been selected as the relay node for the message 

sent by the source node S, using the straight mode. When 

the node v tries to forward a message to the next relay 

node, only the node w will receive the message because it 

is only the node within the coverage of node v. 

Repeatedly, after the node w broadcasts the message, if it 

does not overhear any transmission except the node v 

which is just the previous relay node, it finds out that the 

message cannot be forwarded through the 1st shortest path. 

Then, the node w changes its operation state into the 

intersection mode. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

 

In order to enable an effective route selection as well as 

a reliable message delivery in VANET environment, this 

paper includes three main ideas; making use of traffic 

situation on route decision, applying a duplicated message 

copy for alternative routing, and adapting message stay 

effect in the intersection region to increase reliability. 

With reflecting not only the distance but also the current 

traffic density into choosing a route path, VANET 

messages, such as collision warning and cooperative 

driving, would be forwarded to destination much higher 

stability and reliability, nevertheless the network topology 

changes. When a relay node cannot route a message any 

more due to the topology dynamics, an alternative routing 

will greatly improve the message delivery rate. Similarly, 

letting the message stay on the junction to find out a new 

relay node will contribute to decrease the possibility of 

routing failure.  

By comparing with GPSR, simulation results show that 

the proposed method improves on message delivery rate 

in the low vehicle density environment, while it takes 

much delay time than GPSR. However, in the high 

density environment, while the message delivery rate is 

kept high, the delay time is getting to similar with that of 

GPSR. For the future work, we are planning to study on 

improvement of performance related with delay time in 

low density environment. Moreover, we will consider a 

situation where message congestion occurs in intersection 

region heavily. 
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